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	Today's Books 

	



		

International Finance: New Players and Global MarketsPalgrave Macmillan, 2021

	International finance is a branch of financial economics that deals with

	the monetary interactions that occur between two or more countries.

	International Finance is concerned with topics that include foreign direct

	investment and currency exchange rates. International finance is different

	from domestic finance in many aspects...

		

Ontologies with Python: Programming OWL 2.0 Ontologies with Python and Owlready2Apress, 2020

	For the past ten years, formal ontologies have become widely used in

	computer science to structure data and knowledge. In parallel, the Python

	programming language has become more and more widespread in

	teaching, business, and research. However, until recently, there were very

	few tools and resources dedicated to the use of...

		

Raspberry Pi IoT Projects: Prototyping Experiments for MakersApress, 2021

	The IoT is a name for the vast collection of “things” that are being

	networked together in the home and workplace (up to 20 billion by 2022

	according to Gardner, a technology consulting firm). That is a very vast

	collection. And they may be underestimating it.





	We all have large numbers of computers in a...





		

The Job Closer: Time-Saving Techniques for Acing Resumes, Interviews, Negotiations, and MoreTen Speed Press, 2021

	Prepare to be taken aback.





	My students and career center colleagues at Duke’s Fuqua School of

	Business know to expect this from me by now, but others may find my

	approaches…jarring.





	I happen to think that there’s a best way to do everything in the job

	search. Not a general best...

		

Concepts, Applications, Experimentation and Analysis of Wireless Sensor Networks: Concepts, Applications, Experimentation and Analysis (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2020

	Writing a book is tempting, many ideas and topics, idea after idea, topic upon topic,

	what to elaborate, which one to mention, the reader must find a satisfying answer,

	enough knowledge; and overlooking or going-by topics is a painful choice for the

	author, as space is limited, a hard decision is to be made without compromising...

		

Mindfulness and Traditional Chinese Zen Arts: The Way of Calligraphy, Painting, Kung Fu, and TeaDaoscape, 2020

	In my early twenties, I discovered a book titled Zen in the Art of

	Archery . It was written by a German academic, called Eugen Herrigel,

	who had studied the Japanese art of ky?d? (ritualised Shint? archery)

	between the years 1924 and 1929.





	This exotic Zen-flavoured feat had been accomplished as a result of

	the...





	Amazing Books

	

Deep Learning with Python: Learn Best Practices of Deep Learning Models with PyTorchApress, 2021

	Master the practical aspects of implementing deep learning solutions with PyTorch, using a hands-on approach to understanding both theory and practice. This updated edition will prepare you for applying deep learning to real world problems with a sound theoretical foundation and practical know-how with PyTorch, a platform developed by...


		

Transformers for Natural Language Processing: Build innovative deep neural network architectures for NLP with Python, PyTorch, TensorFlow, BERT, RoBERTa, and morePackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Take your NLP knowledge to the next level and become an AI language understanding expert by mastering the quantum leap of Transformer neural network models

	
		Key Features

		
			Build and implement state-of-the-art language models, such as the original Transformer, BERT, T5, and GPT-2, using...




		

Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering: Select Proceedings of ICETME 2018 (Lecture Notes in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This book comprises select proceedings of the International Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering (ICETME 2018). The book covers various topics of mechanical engineering like computational fluid dynamics, heat transfer, machine dynamics, tribology, and composite materials. In addition, relevant studies in the allied...







		

PyTorch Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2019

	
		
			
				Get up to speed with the deep learning concepts of Pytorch using a problem-solution approach. Starting with an introduction to PyTorch, you'll get familiarized with tensors, a type of data structure used to calculate arithmetic operations and also learn how they operate. You will then take a look...





		

Reinventing ITIL® in the Age of DevOps: Innovative Techniques to Make Processes Agile and RelevantApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					
						Delve into the principles of ITIL® and DevOps and examine the similarities and differences. This book re-engineers the ITIL framework to work in DevOps projects without changing its meaning and its original objectives, making it fit for purpose for use in DevOps...







		

Hands-On Machine Learning for Algorithmic Trading: Design and implement investment strategies based on smart algorithms that learn from data using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore effective trading strategies in real-world markets using NumPy, spaCy, pandas, scikit-learn, and Keras

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement machine learning algorithms to build, train, and validate algorithmic models
	
			Create your own algorithmic design process to apply...
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